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Ally1 complexes of transition metal ions are of particular interest on two grounds : 
the ally1 ligand can be re,wded as intermediate in type between olefins and con- 
jugated aromatic s@ems and various compleses have considerable catalytic prop- 
erties. S-ray structural analysesl~ ~3.4 have shown that in _z-allylpalladmm-chloride 
and- acetate the plane defined by three carbon atoms of the ally1 group is tilted with 
respect to the plane defined by the palladium and the two remaining atoms co- 
ordinated to it. If the bonding between the ally1 radical and the palladium atom were 
analo,oous to that usually postulated for ethylene-platinum complexesa, a dihedral 
angle of go’ is to be expected. This is to be compared with the values of 125”. 110~ 

(ref. 4) znd 10s’ (ref. 3) observed in the acetate and chloride compleses respectively. 
There are two distinct mechanisms by which bonding between an ally1 radical 

and a tran&tion metal atom can occur and which differ in the orientation of the radical 
with respect to the meta ion and remaining ligancls (Fig. I). 

i 11 

Fig. I. ;\ltemztive orientations for a&-l-mc+A interaction. The interaction between ally1 b,(1) 
(top) and a, (bottom) moIccuIar orbit& are shown for ezch orientation. 

In the first orientation (I) the geometrv is such that a line drawn from the 
palladium atom to the mid-point of the line joming the No equivalent carbon atoms 
of the -ally1 goup, the former being taken as the z axis, is perpendicular to the plane 
defined by the carbon atoms of the ally1 group (the dihedral angle is go”)_ In the second 
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orientation (II) the carbon atoms are co-planar with the palladium atom k is ISO’). 
The three.2 molecular orbit& of the all_1 Iigand are of b, (twice) and of Al., svmmetq- _ _ 
of the C* group_ In both of the above and in all intermediate orientations these 
moiecular orbitaJs overJap with orbk& centred on, sa>-, a palladium ion. The ob- 
servation of an- orientation intermediate between the two extremes makes it evident 
that it is a poor appnximation to regard either as excluskel- responsible for the 
aU+paliadium bonding. In Table I the palladium orbit& which interact Ggnificantly 
~~5th the al&-i molecuiar orbitals in the two extreme orientations are given together 
with the rsuitant or*erIap intebgrak The latter were cakulated using Slater orbitals 
s>wxning a palladium-carbon bond length of 2.0s -il. Tables of @,-_& overlap 
integral are not a\-aiIabIe -and so these ox-e&p intea are taken as the mean of 
zp,-3a, and zp,+i,. The functional form of Slater functions at these large inter- 
mxkar distances is not good and we rel>- only on the trend of the overlap integrals 
rather than their absoiute values. It should be noted that we ha\-e taken the .T axis of 
the complex as parallel to the line joinir, .g the two equivalent atoms of the all-l ,qoup. 

The symmetry of the atomic arrangement in orientation I is only C, and con- 
_qnentl_v tbe folIo\iing additional o\-erhp inte*ds are not required, b_r- symmetc; to 
be zero: S~~l(r),d~2-y3~ = 0.030. S;&(I), (r,: = o.I&. S$(-?), d,:_& = 0.06~. 
St’b,(z), d& = O.I& and S;a- _ _. &,I = o. These interactions are later _shorm to be 
unirnprtat and caz~ be iguored for the moment. 

It ti significant that different metal orbitalj are inr-olr-ed in the bonding in the 
two estreme orientations (T.abIe I)- OL-erlap inte.grals in\-olving the b,(z) orbital are 
small and we .shaII ako i-more these interactions in our subsequent discuwion; in 
doing 50 x-e note that the aIIyi ,~oup differs, say, from ethylene. where the brrck- 
donation process is consideral&. 

The estent of the interaction between the alI>- and paliadium orbit& lv\-ill 
depend on the ol-erlap integd - i: will GL~\- rough!- ;~j iti square’ - and OR the 

ene:s%- &fferencs between the interactinS orbital_;. For the ptmnt the latter depend- 
.zce &ii k ne,-!txtti since, fo a good approsimation, it will be independent of the 
angle that rhe a&-l group makes with the palladium system. 

* Thk f&or%; if the wsorxnce integ.As io zhe secul;tr determiilants are set proportional to 
the corresponding overlap ia:qrz.l and the stzxbilisation which they give er-aiuz&ed according to 
-nd order perturbation theory. 
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The total bonding energy. E. of the allyl-palladium bond may accordingly be 
expressed as the sum of the bonding energies {Ed and EJ of the two separate overlap 
mechanisms discussed above, 

where the suffixes I and 2 refer to mechanisms I and 2 (Table I) and 0 is & - go”)_ 
The dihedral angle at which the total bonding energy is maximised is 

The E’S are assumed to be proportional to s’ so that this expression becomes 

and with the values of S given in Table 1 we find that the dihedral angles predicted 
z;eparateIy from the &(I) and a, interactions are 114' and 102” respectively, t-alues 
which may be compared with the experimental values of 125~ and IIO" (ref. 4) and 
10s’ (ref. 3). If the other o-verlap inte,mls given earlier for orientation I are included, 
then Sp must be replaced by $25,~~. the summation extending over ail overlap in- 

tegrals. This more complete calculation shoxx-s that the b,(1) and n, interactions are 
masimised at dihedraI angles of 112~ and 103' respecti\-ely, resuits which are close to 
those given for the simpler cakufation. 

In order to decide which of these two interactions determines the geometry 
of the ally-l compies it is necessarr\- to discuss the relatise energies of the -7 orbitals 
c~f the aIIyI system and the d orbrtals of pafladium. The ionisation potential of the 
a&-l radical is S.;, elwi and this we equate with the energy of the a, orbital. Taking the 
\-aIue of rhe resonance inte.graI, ,g. as 2-5 ef- the b,(r) orbital lies at 11-7 e’c’ and the 
bl(zj nt 4.7 e\‘. The first and second ionization potentials of palladium are S.3 e\’ and 
19.4 e\- respectiveI\-_ If in the complex the palladium carried a fractional positi\-e 
charge (we have elsewhere drawn analogies with dS and dg systems’) the ener,y- of the 
rf orbital5 of paiiadium lies between S-3 and 19-4 e\‘. It therefore seems probable that 
the b,(~) orbital pIa>-s the major rote in the palladium-ally-l bonding. In Pdi the 5s 
orbital lies approsimately 4.0 eV abox-e the d orbitals while the g$ orbitak lie at 

approximately 9.0 e’i- above the +? levels s. The sfi orbitals are much lower-lying in 
pdo, being about _I_S eV above the +d orbit&;. whilst the 5s orbital is slightly less stable 
than the -rJ orbit&_ 

It is difficult to discms the interaction of the 5s and 5p orbitals at all quantita- 
tix-el>- sinre they ~ilf doubtless be contracted_ The zpw-5s overlap inte,gral, calculated 
for Slarer orbit& asuming a # YES= configuration for palladium. is o.oq, which is 

undoubtedly much too small. It does not appear likely that they participate greatly 
in the molecuk orbit& primarily responsible for the bonding although they ma! 
participate to some extent in relatively weakly bondin, = molecular orbitals. Since their 
contribution is somewhat uncertain, the>- have not been included in the schematic 
molecular orbital enew- diagram which is @\-en in Fig. a, although it should be 



pokted out that a valence bond description would be based on the use of hybrid d@ 
palladium orbit& 

It is of interest to examine the al&l-metal interaction in the isoelectronic nickel 
2nd platinum comp!eses, for which the overlap intea and related data are col- 
Iected in Table 3. 

LIGAND uoLE- METAL 
cslBmu5 CRmTALs OXBSTALS 

Eg_ 1. Schematic energy level scchcne for Pd-ail-1 group interaction. 

In the absence of accurate structure analyses of nickel- and platinum-ally1 
compleses. x-e ha\-e z~~umed identical ,aeometriczl parameters to those in the pal- 
lzdium-a&--l csampIe_ It seems likeIF that we have. in this way. underestimated the 
nickel-a&-l OI-slap integrals azd overestimated them in the case of the platinum 
comples so that it is not possible, at the present time, to make comparisons about the 

iu?s 5, intmact:m a, interaction 
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relative _stzbiIit>- of ally1 compleses of different metal ions with an- confidence. But it 
would be surprikg if the dihedral angles of the al&l poup in nickel and platinum 
compkses did not follow the pattern obserx-ed in the all~lpalladium-acetate and 
-chloride. 

The esplanation of dihedral an&s advanced in this paper is not co_nfined to the 
case of the aU!-I radical_ In trichrbon_vi(octa9uor~r-3c_\-clohesa-diene}Ir~n the di- 

hedx,a?I angIe of the co-ordinated butadiene fraaqent is III’ (ref. gj. that inz-cyclo- 
penta_dien~lhe_s&k(trifluorometh~ljbe_nzenerhodium is gg” (ret IO). the correspond@ 
~&~es in _7-c~~opentadien~-i(I-phen-lc_i-clopentadienejcobalt’l and ~tetr&.is(tri- 
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fluoromethyl)cy3opentadienone~tricarbonyl iron= being 95” and 96.6” respectively. 
It seems reasonable to believe that a similar model to that which we have elaborated 
here will rationalise these results. 

The bonding electron distribution in all\-1 complexes of transition metal ions is 
discussed and related to the obserx-ed stereoc’nemistries of z-allylpalladium-chloride 
and -acetate. Some general comments are made on the application of the theory to 
the bonding in other organometallic molecules. 
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SHORT COMMUNICATIONS 

PMR spectra of some neopentyl derivatives of mercury. Long-range lwHg-‘H 

coupkg 

Recentl- xc reported’~” spin-spin coupling between protons and phosphorus 

through four o bonds_ In continuation of our work on the long-range interaction of 
protons with hetero nuclei, we have now found that mercury (isotope IssHg, spin I/Z, 

1GSG 9; natural abundance) couples strongI?- with protons over four single bonds. _a 
x-en_ recent communication by Kiefer and \\ aters” on the coupling of mercury with 7 
protons prompts us to report our findings on this subject. 

Scope+-1 derivati\*es, prepared b_v the usual methods*, were used as model 
compounds because of the simplicity of their PMR spectra. The l%Hg-H7 coupling 
could be measured easiIy as the two peaks of the split y protons were located sym- 
metrica$- about the resonance of the corresponding unsplit protons (Fig. I). The 
pertinent dara are summarized in Table I. 

l The preparation of neopent~lmagnesium chloride and its further reactions x5t.h appropriate 
mercxxic halidesxverecamiedoutm % tetrahydrofuranz. 
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